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Abstract - The results presented in this paper show that X-ray diffraction can be employed for
the characterisation of surface layer damage through residual stresses and work- hardening by
some tribological actions such as fretting and dry sliding X-ray diffraction technique can also be
employed for a rapid and non-destructive measurement of hardness of hardened steel The
diffraction profile analysis can offer a good indication about the material's characteristics and the
microstructural evolution caused by heat treatment or by mechanical loading.

Introduction
The mechanical and chemical state of a surface have an important role in tribological

phenomenon and may be characterised by a number of parameters, including:
(i) micro-geometry (surface roughness), (ii) physico-chemical nature of the surface, (iii)
mechanical characteristics (hardness, work-hardening, residual stresses. ) of the surface.
One of the methods allowing us to determine these mechanical parameters is the X-ray
diffraction technique This method being non-destructive makes it possible to study the
surface layers of 5 to 100 urn dependent on the material and the nature of the employed
X-ray tube. By X-ray diffraction, we can measure the residual stresses, also obtain some
information on the material's characteristics or the microstructural evolution induced by
heat treatments Since an X-ray diffraction line broadens considerably when steels change
into martensitic structure on quenching, therefore, X-ray diffraction technique can be
employed for a rapid and non-destructive measurement of hardness of hardened steel

Steel and Spence's investigation confirms the fact that the extent of plastic
deformation in steel can be estimated with hardness test [ 1 ] Marburger and Koistinen [2]
showed that the hardness of certain quenched and tempered steels is related to the breadth
at half-maximum intensity Kurita [3] also showed that X-ray diffraction technique using
the Gaussian curve parameter allowed the measurement of hardness of hardened steels It
has been recognised, since Warren-Averbach's method appeared in the fifties, that the
analysis of broadened X-ray diffraction profiles could be used to study the microstructures
of crystalline materials [4]

This paper introduces the technique for measuring the residual stresses as well as the
hardness by X-ray diffraction By employing this method surface layer damage caused by
some tribological phenomenon such as fretting and sliding is characterised through
residual stresses and work- hardening

X-ray Diffraction Method

Residual stresses measurement
The X-ray method measures strains in the surface layers of a material These strains

are then converted into stresses using various assumptions. The basic principle of
obtaining the strain is simple [5] The interplanar spacing of a specific form of planes is
obtained from grains of different orientations to the surface normal. This is determined by
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tilting and rotating the specimen with respect to the incident beam This spacing is then
converted into strains using the formula :

- do)/do (1)

where d0 is the interplanar spacing for a stress free material, and EA^ is the spacing in
the direction (J)V[/, defined by the angles $ and \\) (Fig. 1) The spacing 8 ^ in Eq (1) is
obtained from the angular value of the Bragg peak corresponding to the diffraction planes
using the formula:

2d sin0 = X (2)

where 1 is the wavelength of the radiation Differentiating Bragg's equation and
substituting into Eq.(l) gives

e = - 1/2 (cotg 9) A26 (3)

with A26 = 26 - 20O , where 6 0 is the angular position of the diffraction for a stress-

free material The strain 8 ^ in the direction $\\i can be related to the stress G by:

e«j,H/ = [(l+v)/E]a()).sin2vi/ (4)

where E is Young's modulus and n is Poisson's ratio for the material Substituting
Eq (4) into Eq (3) results in

A29 = - [(360/TC) tan6] {[(l+v)/E] Cfy . sin2\|/} (5)

where (l+v)/E = 1/2 S2 is the X-ray elastic constant which depends on the material
and the orientation of the diffracting planes By measuring the value of 20 at different
incident angles (|), a linear relationship is found (for an isotropic material) of A20 against
sin2v|/. The slope gives the value of the stress GA. The measurement of 8 ^ for at least
three directions of (j> together with the 3D-stress strain relationship enables us to obtain the
stress tensor

Diffraction profile analysis
When a steel is hardened by quenching, the X-ray lines become very broad because of

the martensite formation and the presence of a very high dislocation density in the
quenched material. The corresponding hardness is also important With annealing, the
quenched steel releases its internal micro-stresses Due to the thermal effect the initial very
high dislocation density decreases and subsequently the hardness decreases compared with
the quenched steel In order to explain the modification of the diffraction line after having
undergone plastic deformation, we consider that the material is divided into small crystal
domains called coherent diffraction domains Each domain is formed from series of unit
cell columns These columns of the length L are perpendicular to diffraction planes The
average of the lengths L of these columns is the average coherent domain size D. Each
domain, itself, can be deformed elastically of a length AL, which enables us to introduce
the distortion eL = AL/L for each column ( Fig 2 ) Considering all columns with L length,
from 6L we can define root mean square strain S^ ^ ^ Regarding the line form, it is
accepted qualitatively that a diffraction line is broader when coherent domain is smaller
and deformed elastically. Moreover, several analysis methods can give a semi-quantitative
or quantitative description of the microstructure evolution in the material such as stacked
energy and dislocation density[6,7] The quantitative analysis involving Fourier analysis of
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the diffraction lines from the unknown and from the standard can be done on several
orders of diffraction such as hkl, 2h2k21, ... [4] or on a single peak[8, 9]. After smoothing,
theoretical corrections and background subtraction of the peak, the computer can
eliminates the instrumental broadening by the Stokes correction. For further details refer
to the previous work[10]

The diffraction line breadth is a global indicator of the microstructural state of the
material In the case of heat treatment, the line breadth is in close relation with dislocation
density and its distribution and also with work hardening capacity The diffraction line
breadth is usually referred to the breadth measured at half-maximum intensity However
some investigators prefer to determine the integral breadth of a diffraction line I w The
integral breadth is given by the ratio between the integral intensity and the maximum

intensity The mentioned above parameters Iw , D and e^ are associated with distribution
of the crystallographic defects when there is a microstructural change or a mechanical
state modification This current study is mainly concentrated on one parameter, the
diffraction line breadth, to follow the microstructure evolution in relation with the
hardness values for quenched and annealed steels However a few profile were analysed
for distortion measurement

Experimental Details
The study of fretting and sliding was performed on an construction steel of

composition (wt%) 0 49 C, 0.73 Mn, 0 18 Si remainder Fe The measurement of hardness
and diffraction profile analysis were performed on two steels , one of composition
mentioned above and another of composition (wt%) 0.36 C, 0 4 Mn, 0 36 Si, 3.85 Ni,
1 75 Cr, 0 4 Mo remainder Fe Specimens were cut and tempered at various temperatures
after quenching from their austenitized temperature After the heat treatment, they were
ground and finally polished with emery papers. The diffraction profile was recorded with
an automated X-ray stress measurement apparatus using a computer Chromium radiation
( >*Ka= 0 22895 nm; 25 kV, 22 mA) was employed to examine the {211} peak (26 =
156°) For each stress-tensor 50 peaks (5 <j) angles by 10 vj/ angles) were examined. In
order to determine the stress distribution by depth, the surface layer of specimens was
removed by electrolytic polishing.

Results and Discussion
Normalised material was selected for the study of fretting as it is free of any initial

stress Measurement of residual stress components by depth showed that the residual
stresses introduced by fretting was compressive in nature and it was higher in the

transverse O22 t n a n in t n e longitudinal direction <5\ \ . These stresses were maximised on
the surface. The parameter b characterising the micro-strain, increased on the surface (Fig.
3). This increase was due to a work hardening of the superficial surface layer affected by
the contact and its thickness was about 100 u.m The shear stress component (7] 3 was
present in the direction of the fretting This is similar to results found for sliding
wear[12,13].

Since the properties of crystals are directionally dependent, the crystallographic
orientation of the crystallites within the polycrystalline aggregate (i.e. texture) plays an
important role Texture may be the consequence of mechanical and/or heat treatments.
The Pole figure is a common method for representing the texture. The Pole figure
represents the orientation distribution function which is not directly measurable However
the calculation of the orientation distribution from the Pole figure requires mathematical
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and computational analysis[14]. Analyses of the surfaces of contacting bodies during
sliding[15] or rolling contact[16] has showed the development of textures; the intensity
and magnitude of which changes during a test The Pole figure of the initial surface of an
annealed fretting specimen (Fig. 4) shows the absence of any preferential orientation
before fretting because of a negligible variation in intensity and a random distribution The
subsequent fretting motion led to the formation of a {110} texture parallel to the surface
of the specimen. This has already been confirmed in the case of rolling contact
experiments [ 16]

Fig. 5 shows the residual stresses G22
 an<* the width of the diffraction line on surface

and in depth Both parameters are presented for two different distances As we can see,
the residual stresses increase on surface but attains a limit value However at an equal
depth, residual stresses and the width of the diffraction line (characterising the micro-
strain) increase with the distance of sliding

Fig. 6 shows a variation of the integral line breadth I w as a function of hardness Hv.
One notices that the line breadth I w increases linearly with the increasing hardness
whatever the steel chemical composition. From our results, the value of surface hardness
is given by the following equations

Hv = 32.386 +0.986 I w (6)

In the above equations, Hv is the Vickers hardness number and I w is 10^ times of the
integral breadth in nm Fig 7 gives a linear relationship between distortion factor and the
material hardness

Conclusions
X-ray diffraction technique may be employed for a rapid and non-destructive

measurement of residual stresses and hardness of steel In fact, due to a very little
penetration of X-ray in steel, this technique can be employed for the characterisation of
superficial layers Therefore, tribology is one of the privileged fields for the application of
this method Some results were presented as examples showing the suitability of this
technique in contact actions This technique may also be useful for hardness
measurement on thin films
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Fig 1: definition of parameters (a) Definition of § and \\i (b) Orientation of planes to the surface

Fig 2: Schematical representation of a coherent diffraction domain
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Fig. 3: (a) Residual stresses (b) the width of
the diffraction peak characterising the
micro-stram before and after fretting.

Fig. 4: Pole figure {110} (a) before fretting
(b) after 5x10^ fretting cycles
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Fig. 6: Variation of the integral breadth of
the diffraction line with the Vickers
hardness
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Fig. 7: Distortion factor as a function of
Vickers hardness
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Fig. 5: (a) Residual stresses (b) the width of
the diffraction peak for two different
distances of sliding.
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